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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the current life-cycle and documentation
concepts under development for the NASA Space Station Program. Specifically, the approaches being taken to address the following concepts are presented: system life-cycle and decomposition concepts; frameworks to establish documentation relationships; and a mechanism to simplify documentation tailoring for
specific applications and complexity.

The Space Station Program (SSP) is the next major thrust of
space exploration by NASA. The initial goal of this program is a
permanently manned, low orbit, space station that will be
operational by 1994. The space station will provide a platform for
experimentation and exploration of space.
The Space Station Program can be viewed as a data or
information intensive program consisting of three very large,
interrelated information systems: the Technical and Management
Information System (TMIS), the Software Support Environment
(SSE) System, and the Space Station Information System (SSIS).
These support the overall information needs of the Space Station
Program.
TMIS is an information system that will provide the management and technical links between the Space Station Program
Office in Washington, D.C. and the NASA Centers supporting the
Space Station Program (SSP). The SSE System is the SSP software support environment and the necessary communication lines
(using TMIS) that are replicated across the program to provide a
common software development, integration, and maintenance
system.
The central nervous system of the Space Station is the Space
Station Information System (SSIS). This system is the integrated,
end-to-end family of data handling and processing capabilities
supporting all mission and user activities. SSIS users include
scientific and applications investigators, flight crew, ground
controllers, designers, implementers, and managers of SSP
elements. This system contains a permanent core of data handling
systems, which are surrounded by application-specific systems
that provide the many different user interfaces.

BACKGROUND
Historically, NASA programs have been allocated to a single
NASA center with a single prime contractor. Each center has
adopted its own standards for software management and acquisition. Due to the increasing size and complexity of the programs
and inter-center efforts, NASA has recognized the need for
agency-wide standards.
The first step in this process was the establishment of the
Software Management and Assurance Program under the direction of the Office of Safety, Reliability, Maintainability, and
Quality Assurance (SRM&QA), formerly of the Office of the
Chief Engineer. In October 1986, the NASA standard software
acquisition life-cycle and a set of documentation standards were
baselined. These standards, based on DOD-STD-2167, are specific to software. At a subsequent NASAIIndustry conference,
industry representatives reviewed these standards and provided
three major suggestions:

o expand the standards to a system perspective
o define the relationship between the documents
o define a mechanism for documentation tailoring

SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE
The NASA Space Station Program (SSP) has adopted the
Office of SRM&QA’s software life-cycle and documentation
standards for use throughout the program. In addition, they are
currently addressing the three suggestions proposed by industry.
This paper describes the current status of this effort.

The complex, software-intensive systems being developed
today for Space Station require an approach which addresses the
coordination of hardware/network aspects, software aspects, and
also operational procedures. In order to accomodate the trade-off
analysis and integration process that must be conducted between
the hardware, software, and procedure components of a system, an
overall system perspective is required. In addition, from a safety
and reliability perspective, it is vital that final flight readiness be
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SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION

determined for the system, rather than for its individual components. This information system perspective influences the lifecycle and documentation structure.

An information system can be partitioned into lower-level information systems (i.e., subsystems or systems of systems) or into
components; this process is called system decomposition. Components are defined as software, hardware, and operational procedures. Components are the lowest level nodes in the decomposition tree, and can be further partitioned into components of the
same type. For example, software components may be subdivided to more easily accommodate differing software development approaches or constraints. An individual information system
or component represents a node on the system decomposition tree.
See Figure 4 for an example of an information system decomposition tree.

Hence, in order to accomodate the system perspective, the
life-cycle activities and products are defined for both the system
and its components (hardware, software, and operational procedures). The interaction and relationship among the system and the
components are definedin terms of a system decomposition methodology. The following sections detail the life-cycle and decomposition aspects of the SSP information standards.

LIFE-CYCLE DEFINITION
A life-cycle is a series of steps, called phases. Within each
phase, a set of activities to be performed and the products associated with those activities are defied. The life-cycle that has been
defined for SSP information systems is depicted in Figure 1. This
life-cycle provides a basic framework, and can be adapted based
on development decisions, such as, buy versus build, phased
delivery, and incremental development. The adaptation decisions
impactthe activities tobe performed, the products tobe developed,
and the releasehpdate schedule for the products.
Although the waterfall life-cycle model has its drawbacks,
there appears to be no industry-accepted replacement at this time.
Figure 2 depicts an example of an adaptation of the basic life-cycle
for incremental development. Also depicted is the release time
frame for various sections of the technical document. Documentationreleasesrepresent snapshots of an activity. The introduction
section of a technical document contains the status and schedule
information concerning the increments of this development.
Figure 3 depicts a similar adaptation for phased delivery. Similar
adaptations are required for combined phased deliveryhncremental development or other development approaches.

-Figure 4. Information System Decomposition Tree

For each node in the system decomposition tree, a life-cycle is
instantiated (see Figure 5). Although component life-cycles are
based on the information system life-cycle, variations do exist.
Figure 6 shows the variations in the life-cycle phases. Several
activities, such as certification and sustaining engineering, are, in
general, system-level activities.
The life-cycle at each node must be adapted, and the activities
and products defiqed, for that information system or component.
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However, each information system or component must conform to
the standards and requirements specified by its parent(s), i.e.,
higher-level node(s). For example, incremental development decisions at a node in the system hierarchy may impose phased
delivery requirements at lower-level nodes. The introduction
section of all documents supports system decomposition traceability by identifying its parent node.
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DOCUMENTATION CONCEPTS
Because of system decomposition levels and the interaction
between them, it is important that information concerning each
information system or component is well-documented and available to adjacent levels. Due to the number of systems and levels
within the Space Station Program, a key consideration is to
organize the information to facilitate location of and access to
specific data.
The SRM&QA standards, which have been adopted by the
Space Station, contain approximately fifty Data Item Descriptions
(DIDs) in their documentation set. The majority of these DIDs
apply to software documentation only; a few are system oriented.
At project start-up time, themagnitudeof documentation required
is overwhelming, even for the most seasoned manager. In
addition, little guidance is currently available for tailoring both
the documentation and the life-cycle to the specific project.
In an attempt to reduce the complexity of defining the
required documentation for a specific system or component, to
provide consistency across the Space Station Program, and to
facilitate the access to specific data, a documentation framework
was developed. This framework hierarchically organizes all the
information contained in the SRM&QA DIDs into a documentation set, thus defining documentation relationships. The documentation set, which applies to each information system and
component, includes:
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Figure 6. Component Life-Cycle Phase Variations

In applications as large and complex as the Space Station
Program, the system decomposition, in and of itself, is not a trivial
process. A major information system (node) in the SSP decomposition is the Software Support Environment (SSE) System which
includes installations at multiple sites, phased deliveries of the
software, and extensive interactions required with TMIS. It is
vital to further decompose the SSE System into manageable
elements. One possible decomposition to the component level of
the SSE Systemis showninFigure7. Thelevelsofdecomposition
and the related life-cycles are highly interdependent. Therefore,
the interactions between them must be closely managed. As the
complexity of an information system or compopent increases, so
does the need for a hierarchical organization and life-cycle interactions.
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SSP-specific standards and procedures support this documentation set. The framework approaches documentation by defining
the minimum rather than the maximum and, by doing so, supports
a document tailoring mechanism called roll-out, described in the
following section.

DOCUMENTATION FRAMEWORKS
AND TAILORING
The SSP information system standards approach documentation from a minimum set concept. However, it is not always
realistic to manage all the information in just four physical documents. Therefore, it is necessary to provide amethod to expand the
minimum documentation set into multiple volumes. Roll-out
simply refers to the mechanism of recording the details of a section
in a separate volume, while insuring traceability. The decision to
roll-out sections of the documents into separate volumes is the
responsibility of the cognizant manager. Often sections are rolledout into separate volumes if the activities documented in a section
are delegated to a separate organization or it helps to manage
complexity. When a section is rolled-out, a standard template is
used to define the organization of the new volume.
The management plan framework maps the planning and
business aspects information included in the NASA SRMBrQA
DIDs into one hierarchical plan. This framework is depicted in
Figure 8. The management plan represents an agreement between
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the party obtaining the system and the parties responsible for providing the specific capabilities, such as development. These are
referred to as the acquirer and provideds), respectively. The management plan details the methods and approach for management,
acquisition, and assurance for an information system or a component.

including work breakdown structure and schedules, are part of this
template. This provides a mechanism for recording the allocation
of the resources with the associated activity.
The introduction (section 1)contains pointers to the documentation parent document(s) and the rolled-out sections (volumes).
In addition, as part of management planning, the roll-out organization of both the product and assurance specificationsare defined
in the appropriate sections of the management plan. Therefore, the
actual number of volumes for any information system or component will depend on management decisions documented in the
management plan.
The management control and status reports document records
information conceming the feedback and iteration of the development process. The content description is shown in Figure 10.
The product specification documents the technical activities
of the development process. It includes the technical concept, requirements, and design of the information system or component.
This specification is prepared by the development provider. It
records snapshot information of the ongoing engineering process.
The frameworkof the product specification is shown in Figure 11.
An example roll-out is depicted in Figure 12.
The assurance specification records all the assurance activities. The content description is shown in Figure 13. The frameworks presented in this section are applicable to information
systems. An overview of component framework variations is
summarized in Figure 14.
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Figure 8. Management Plan Framework

A management plan roll-out example is depicted in Figure 9.
A standard template is used to roll-out sections of the management
plan. It should be noted that the business aspects (section 3),

Config. Mgmt. Plan Volume of the
Development Plan Volume of the XYZ
Management Plan

Figure 9. Management Plan Roll-Out Sample
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o expanding the standards to a system perspective;
o defining the relationship between the documents; andl
o defining a mechanism for documentation tailoring.

The purpose of this effort was to develop concepts for life-cycle
and documentation standards for the NASA Space Station Program. The approach was to utilize the baselined NASA software
standards to the extent possible. The objectives included the
development of a methodology which would assist managers in
the tailoring of the life-cycle for a specific application and in
defining the appropriate documentation requirements. Additional objectives included:

The concepts presented in this paper represent the approach
developed to date. Some testing of this approach through generation of management plans and concept documents has been
performed; but more effort in this areais stillrequired. Most of this
work was performed prior to the award of the Space Station SSE

Figure 12. Product Specification Roll-Out Sample
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been maintained in order to accommodate this technology transfer.
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and TMIS contracts, The SSE is the keeperof the “rules and tools”
for SSP softwaredevelopment. In order for these standards to be
effectively utilized and refined on the SSP, they will need to be
incorporatedinto the supportenvironments,such as the SSE. The
framework and roll-out concepts were designed to support the
automation of documentationtailoring, preparation, and management. The current plan is for the SSE to utilize these concepts and
approachas input into their standardsdevelopmentprocess for the
SSP.
As the Space Station program is a major effort for NASA,
lessons learned conceming this standards effort will be incorporated into NASA’s agency-wide standards. A high level of
interaction between this effort and the Office of SRM&QA has
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